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Sustained vowels and continuous speech in the
auditory-perceptual evaluation of dysphonia severity
Vogais sustentadas e fala encadeada na avaliação
perceptivo-auditiva da intensidade da disfonia
ABSTRACT
Purpose: Auditory-perceptual evaluation of dysphonia may be influenced by the type of speech/voice task
used to render judgements during the clinical evaluation, i.e., sustained vowels versus continuous speech.
This study explored (a) differences in listener dysphonia severity ratings on the basis of speech/voice tasks,
(b) the influence of speech/voice task on dysphonia severity ratings of stimuli that combined sustained vowels
and continuous speech, and (c) the differences in inter-rater reliability of dysphonia severity ratings between
both speech tasks. Methods: Five experienced listeners rated overall dysphonia severity in sustained vowels,
continuous speech and concatenated speech samples elicited by 39 subjects with various voice disorders and
degrees of hoarseness. Results: Data confirmed that sustained vowels are rated significantly more dysphonic
than continuous speech. Furthermore, dysphonia severity in concatenated speech samples is least determined
by the sustained vowel. Finally, no significant difference was found in inter-rater reliability between dysphonia
severity ratings of sustained vowels versus continuous speech. Conclusion: Based upon the results, both types
of speech/voice tasks (i.e., sustained vowel and continuous speech) should be elicited and judged by clinicians
in the auditory-perceptual rating of dysphonia severity.

RESUMO
Objetivo: A avaliação perceptivo-auditiva da disfonia pode ser influenciada pelo tipo de tarefa utilizada para
eliciar o julgamento clínico, como vogais sustentadas versus fala. Este estudo explorou a classificação da
intensidade de disfonia, analisando (a) as diferenças encontradas entre os resultados das tarefas de voz e fala,
(b) a influência da tarefa usando estímulos combinados de vogais sustentadas e fala, e (c) as diferenças na
confiabilidade interavaliadores de acordo com as tarefas analisadas. Métodos: Cinco avaliadores experientes
classificaram a intensidade da disfonia em amostras de vogais sustentadas e fala encadeada de 39 sujeitos com
vários distúrbios vocais e diferentes graus de alteração. Resultados: Os dados confirmaram que as vogais
sustentadas foram avaliadas como mais desviadas em relação às tarefas de fala. Além disso, a intensidade da
disfonia em amostras de fala concatenada é menos influenciada pela vogal sustentada. Finalmente, não houve
diferenças na confiabilidade interavaliadores entre as classificações da intensidade da disfonia quando comparados os resultados da análise de vogais sustentadas e fala. Conclusão: Com base nos resultados, os dois tipos
de tarefas (vogal sustentada e fala) devem ser utilizados para o julgamento clínico na avaliação perceptivo-auditiva da intensidade da disfonia.
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INTRODUCTION
Voice quality has been described as a poorly defined term
“that includes all the leftover perceptions after pitch, loudness
and phonetic category have been identified”(1). Consequently, it
includes all perceptual dimensions of the spectral envelope and
its changes in time(2). Voice quality is often viewed on a continuum with normal voice quality at one end of the continuum,
and extreme dysphonia, at the other end. However, there are
myriad types of voice qualities. For instance, disordered voice
may be the result of insufficient vocal fold adduction during
phonation, resulting in audible air leakage through the glottis. The auditory-perceptual correlate of this air turbulence is
breathiness(2-4). Voice quality may also be disordered as a consequence of irregularity in the vibration of the vocal folds. In
this case, irregular fluctuations in the frequency, the amplitude
and/or the oscillation pattern of the vocal fold vibrations give
rise to the auditory perception of roughness(2-4). Voice quality
is thus a perceptual construct arising from the many cognitive
processes and responses upon hearing a voice signal(5). The
primary approach to assess voice quality in the clinic is the auditory-perceptual evaluation of the type (i.e., voice quality) and
severity (i.e., degree) of dysphonia. Listener rating protocols to
standardize and quantify this evaluation have been established
and popularized including the ordinal four-point scales (i.e.,
Grade or G, Roughness or R, Breathiness or B, Asthenicity or
A, and Strain or S) of the Committee for Phonatory Function
Tests of the Japanese Society of Logopedics and Phoniatrics(3),
and the hybrid scales from the Consensus Auditory-Perceptual
Evaluation of Voice (i.e., CAPE-V) of the Special Interest
Division 3 on Voice and Voice Disorders from the American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association(6,7).
It is widely acknowledged however that listener judgements
of type and severity of dysphonia can vary considerably. This
variability has been attributed to factors related to poor interand intra-rater consistency, as well as the type of rating scale
employed. But another source of variability, the type of speech
to be rated – i.e., voice produced during sustained vowels or
continuous speech – can seemingly contribute to variability
in the auditory-perceptual assessment of voice quality as
well(8‑10). Whereas sustained vowels are held relatively constant
at subglottal, glottal and supraglottal levels, continuous speech
is characterized by temporal and spectral variations caused
by voice onsets, voice terminations, vocal pauses, voiceless
phonemes, phonetic context, prosodic fluctuations in F0 and
intensity, speech rate, etc. The vocal behavior differs substantially between these two voice/speech tasks potentially leading
to perceived differences in type and severity of dysphonia(10-14).
However, there are conflicting reports in the literature in regards
to the influence of voice context on listener ratings of dysphonia
type and severity.
For instance, two studies(15,16) found no statistically significant differences in perceived dysphonia severity between
sustained vowels and continuous speech, whereas three other
studies(8-10) indicated that dysphonia, and especially breathiness, was perceived more severely in sustained vowels than in
continuous speech.
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One possible explanation is that in the sustained vowel
context, dysphonia is the most prominent perceptual feature
and less complicated by other non-vocal phenomena (e.g.,
prosodic fluctuation, phonetic context and phonological use
of dysphonia). Thus the listener can focus almost exclusively
on voice quality alone, and any deviation from the listener’s
expectation of a stable, relatively invariant voice signal would
therefore be perceptually salient, leading to higher dysphonia
severity ratings. Whereas in continuous speech, the listener has
to extract the voice signal from a context that is characterized by
fluctuations in other nonvocal phenomena and vocal deviations
would therefore be less perceptually salient, leading to lower
severity ratings. Auditory-perceptual ratings of dysphonia severity in continuous speech sounds can thus be hypothesized to
be more difficult and to have more variability than in sustained
vowel sounds. However, this is not supported by the data of De
Bodt(9) and Bele(17). They both found that voice quality is rated
least variable in continuous speech.
In summary, severity of dysphonia may be perceived distinctly in different voice/speech contexts, and consequently
both continuous speech and sustained vowels can play unique
roles in the clinical assessment of voice. Continuous speech
elicits varying voicing patterns and sounds that are relatively
representative of daily voice use. Sustained vowels, on the other
hand, evoke more controlled, reasonably stable and somewhat
less natural phonation. For a more comprehensive dysphonia
assessment it has been argued that combining continuous
speech and sustained vowels in the clinic would survey both
contexts, and provide a more ecologically valid assessment of
dysphonia severity (i.e., one that is truly representative of daily
speech and voice use patterns)(13,14).
However, it is not known how clinicians arrive at a final
dysphonia severity rating (i.e., G or Grade) of a person’s voice
in the clinical setting. It could be by rating its single factors:
sustained vowel (i.e., GSV) or continuous speech (i.e., GCS).
Alternatively, it could be that the listener attends to the most
dysphonic speech type (i.e., listeners habitually choose the
highest G-score, or GWORST), or the least dysphonic speech type
(i.e., the listeners more frequently select the lowest G-score,
or GBEST). Another conceivable option is that the dysphonia
severity of sustained vowel and continuous speech are averaged,
without computational weighting of their G-ratings, and according to the formula GAVERAGE = (GSV + GCS)/2. Alternatively,
the auditory-perceptual system might apply a bivariate model
in which the separate G-ratings are weighted as following:
GMODEL = b±(ai×GSV)±(aj×GCS).
To address these issues, we aimed to answer the following
research questions. First, in an extension of earlier research(8-10,15,16), we were interested in determining if there is a
difference between the auditory-perceptual ratings of overall
dysphonia severity in sustained vowels (i.e., GSV) versus continuous speech (GCS)? Second, what determines the eventual
rating of concatenated signals wherein continuous speech and
sustained vowels are combined (i.e., GCS+SV): the sustained
vowel (i.e., GSV), the continuous speech (i.e., GCS), the least
dysphonic or best of these two (i.e., GBEST), the most dysphonic
or worst of these two (i.e., GWORST), the average of these two
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(i.e., GAVERAGE), or a statistically based model of these two (i.e.,
GMODEL)? Third, in extension of previous research(9,17): is there
a difference in the raters’ reliability between GSV and GCS?

given in Figure 1. A total of 117 sound files were used/created
in this study (i.e., 39*two sentences, 39*mid-vowel segments,
and 39*concatenated files).

METHODS

Auditory-perceptual ratings

Subjects

Five listeners, with at least five years of experience in clinical voice quality assessment, rated all 117 randomly presented
sound files on the ordinal four-point scale ‘Grade’ or ‘G’ (i.e.,
0 = normophonia, 1 = minor dysphonia, 2 = moderate dysphonia, 3 = serious dysphonia). This perceptual experiment took
place in a single rating session in a relatively quiet room. For
–
each sound file, an average G-score (i.e., G ) was computed
from the G-scores of the five judges.
To improve calibration among listeners, the degrees of
dysphonia were discussed and agreed upon at the start of the
rating session(20). Furthermore, three representative samples per
level of G were selected from the dataset of previous studies
and presented to the raters to minimize variability between their
judgments. All raters, except the first author of this paper, were
blinded to the research questions in this study.

The voice-disordered subjects were recruited from the
ENT caseload of the Sint-Jan General Hospital in Bruges
(Belgium). They were referred for clinical voice assessment by
staff otolaryngologists. The group consisted of 39 participants
and presented various organic and non-organic etiologies and
various degrees in dysphonia severity. There were 25 females
and 14 males, and ages ranged from 16 to 86 years with a mean
of 47 years. This study consisted of a retrospective and non-interventional re-analysis of earlier recordings, and therefore
no advise/consent of our Ethics Committee was needed(18).
Sound recordings
At the beginning of a standard voice assessment, every subject was asked to sustain the vowel [a:] for at least five seconds
and to read aloud a phonetically balanced text(19) using a comfortable pitch and loudness. Both voice samples were recorded
using an AKG C420 head-mounted condenser microphone
(AKG Acoustic Harman Pro., Munich, Germany) and digitized
at 44100 samples per second and 16 bits of resolution using
the Computerized Speech Lab, CSL model 4500 (KayPentax,
Lincoln Park, USA). The recordings were saved in wav-format.
The vowel samples used in this study were edited to include
only the middle three seconds. The read text/continuous speech
samples were edited to include only the first two sentences.
Finally, the voice samples were concatenated in the following
order using the computer program Praat (Institute of Phonetic
Sciences, Amsterdam, The Netherlands): text segment, a pause
of two seconds, followed by the three second sustained vowel
segment. An example of the resulting concatenated waveform is

Statistical methods
All statistical analyses were completed using SPSS for
Windows version 12.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA). To
address the first research question (i.e., is there a statistically
–
–
significant difference between GCS and GSV?), the nonparametric
Wilcoxon signed ranks test was applied to assess the difference
–
–
between the pairs of ordinal GCS- and GSV-data.
Prior to answering the second question, and operating under
assumption that the auditory-perceptual system employs both
GCS and GSV, linear regression analysis was used to create a
–
two‑factor model with GCS+SV as the dependent variable and
–
–
with G CS and G SV as independent variables. This method resulted in the following equation based on the unstandardized
–
coefficients of the linear regression: GMODEL = 0.08856+(0.663×
–
–
GCS)+(0.252× GSV) To answer the second question (i.e., what

Figure 1. The sound recordings that were used in this study: (upper left) continuous speech with the two sentences, (upper right) three seconds
of the sustained vowel [a.], and (lower) concatenation of these two sound files separated by two seconds of silence
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–
determines the eventual G CS+SV?), Wilcoxon signed ranks test
statistics, Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients (i.e.,
rs) and coefficients of determination (i.e., rs2) were calculated
–
–
–
–
–
between G CS+SV and the variables G CS, G SV, G BEST, G WORST,
–
–
GAVERAGE and GMODEL.
To address the third question (i.e., are listener ratings of G
on sustained vowels as reliable as ratings of G on continuous
speech?), between-rater single-measure intraclass correlation
coefficients (i.e., ICC) on GSV and GCS were computed for all
ten pairs of raters. Afterwards, the difference between the sets
of ICC-data was examined by means of the nonparametric
Wilcoxon signed ranks test for paired variables. A significant
outcome on this test reflects task-dependent differences in the
reliability of G. All results were considered to be statistically
significant at p≤0.05.
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3. Furthermore, a strong association of rs=0.929 was also found
–
–
between GCS+SV and GCS. The lowest rs was yielded between
–
–
GCS+SV and GSV (i.e., rs=0.831). The coefficients of determina–
tion revealed that the variance in GCS+SV is best accounted for
–
–
in 89.5% and 87.2% by GMODEL and GAVERAGE, respectively. The
–
least amount of variance (i.e., 69.1%) was explained by GSV.
Additional testing by means of the Wilcoxon signed ranks test
–
revealed that G CS+SV differs significantly (i.e., p<0.05) as com– – –
–
pared to G SV, G CS, G BEST, and G WORST. However, no statistically
–
significant difference was found with GMODEL (i.e., p=0.364)
–
–
–
and GAVERAGE (i.e., p=0.131). Consequently, GCS+SV and GAVERAGE
–
–
as well as G CS+SV and G MODEL are to be considered equivalent
on a statistical basis.
Table 1. Correlation, determination and significance of difference
–
–
between GCS+SV and the other G-data

RESULTS
–
–
Difference between GCS and G SV
–
The GCS-scores resulted in a mean of 0.76, a standard devia–
tion of 0.69 and a range between 0.0 and 2.2. The G SV-scores
ranged between 0.0 and 2.6 and showed a mean of 1.03 with a
standard deviation of 0.72. These statistics are summarized in
–
–
–
–
Figure 2. In 66.7% of cases, G SV>GCS was found, G CS>GSV oc–
–
curred in 12.8%, and in 20.5% GSV equalled GCS. The Wilcoxon
signed ranks test indicated a statistically significant difference
–
–
between GCS and GSV scores (p=0.002). Despite this difference,
correlational analysis yielded rs=0.769 and rs2=0.591, indicating
–
–
a reasonably strong association between G CS and G SV, accounting for 59.1% of the variation in scores.

–
GSV
–
GCS
–
GWORST
–
GBEST
–
GAVERAGE
–
GMODEL

rs

rs²

p-value

0.831

0.691

0.017

0.929

0.863

0.030

0.881

0.776

0.000

0.920

0.846

0.001

0.934

0.872

0.131

0.946

0.895

0.364

Note: rs = correlation ; rs² = determination

Figure 3. A combined scatterplot to illustrate the especially strong
–
–
proportional relationship between (  ) G CS+SV and G AVERAGE, and
–
–
() GCS+SV and GMODEL

Differences in inter-rater reliability
Figure 2. Box-and-whiskerplots to illustrate the disparate dispersion
–
–
of GSV and GCS

–
Determination of GCS+SV
Table 1 summarizes the results. The highest rs-values
–
–
were found between G CS+SV and G MODEL (i.e., rs=0.946), and
–
–
between G CS+SV and G AVERAGE (i.e., rs=0.934). The extremely
strong associations between these variables are plotted in Figure
J Soc Bras Fonoaudiol. 2012;24(2):107-12

Table 2 summarizes the inter-rater single-measure ICC’s
upon which difference testing was based. The ICC’s of the
GSV-ratings ranged from 0.610 to 0.791, with a mean of 0.709.
In the case of the GCS-ratings, the ICC’s had a mean of 0.713
and varied between 0.489 and 0.811. A nonsignificant Wilcoxon
signed ranks test showed that the reliability of rating G in sustained vowels is not statistically different from the reliability
of rating G in continuous speech (p=0.646).
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Table 2. Inter-rater single-measure intraclass correlation coefficients
for G in sustained vowels (GSV) and in continuous speech (GCS) per
pair of raters
Inter-rater
ICC GSV

Inter-rater
ICC GCS

1-2

0.7882

0.7778

1-3

0.7303

0.6877

1-4

0.7232

0.7462

1-5

0.7491

0.7564

2-3

0.7909

0.8109

2-4

0.6540

0.7703

2-5

0.6943

0.6902

3-4

0.6943

0.7033

3-5

0.6098

0.4888

4-5

0.6663

0.6966

Rater pairs

Note : ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient

DISCUSSION
Judgement of voice quality and dysphonia severity is an
auditory-perceptual phenomenon, in which a cognitive response follows auditory sensation of the voice signal(5). The
auditory-perceptual method is therefore considered to be the
gold standard for assessing voice quality in the clinic. To refine
this method, it is useful to better understand possible sources
of variability in listener judgements. One potential source of
variability is the influence of different speech tasks or voice
contexts in the perception dysphonia severity(8-10).
Voice produced in at least two types of contexts – sustained
vowel and continuous speech – are often elicited clinically to
evaluate voice quality and dysphonia severity. However, there
are vocal-physiological differences between these two speech
tasks, and thus differences in vocal quality and in type and
severity of dysphonia can be anticipated. A study(8) investigated
this difference and identified small, but statistically significantly
higher G-scores in sustained vowels as compared to continuous
speech. The three listeners in another(9) also rated G (as well
as Breathiness, or B) in sustained vowels of 451 subjects significantly higher than in continuous speech. Additionally, the
three judges in yet another study(10) estimated dysphonia to be
significantly higher in sustained vowels than in continuous
speech. The results of the present study confirm these findings.
–
–
The absolute difference between mean GCS and mean GSV was
0.33, corresponding to approximately 10% of the total G-scale
which ranges between 0 and 3. Collectively, these findings
–
–
–
–
confirm that GSV≠GCS, and the size in which G SV>GCS, warrants
sampling at least a sustained vowel and a set of continuously
spoken sentences in the clinical protocol for voice quality and
dysphonia assessment. With the first research question showing
a significant difference between the two contexts, the second
question is discussed below.
If continuous speech and sustained vowels are to be combined in dysphonia severity ratings, which speech type/context
–
contributes most to the ‘combined G-score’ (i.e., GCS+SV)? Is the
listener mainly influenced by a specific type of speech (i.e., the

sustained vowel or continuous speech), or alternatively is the
listener principally affected by the severity of dysphonia (i.e.,
consistently choosing the least or most dysphonic speech type)?
Or, is there a cognitively more sophisticated process occurring,
in which the listener weights the G’s of both speech tasks to
arrive at an averaged or some other algorithm/modeled judgment? To the best of our knowledge, these questions have never
been studied before. First, we found that G in continuous speech
–
explained more of the variation in GCS+SV than G in sustained
vowel. Continuous speech thus plays a more salient role in the
clinical appraisal of dysphonia severity. This is probably due
to the fact that, in the many and diverse conversations in their
daily life, the raters are frequently confronted with all kinds
of voice qualities in continuous speech, whereas they are only
occasionally faced with sustained vowels(21). One important
exception is listening to music, and especially classical singing,
in which long vocalizations are regularly present. However, this
kind of phonation is not representative of the voice use patterns
of the majority of help-seeking voice-disordered patients.
Clinically-relevant perceptions of (disordered) voice quality
are thus typically processed in the context of continuous speech. Second, the perceptual system does not seem to work on
the basis of immutable heuristics such as ‘always the worst of
the two’ or ‘always the best of the two’, regardless the type of
speech. The proportions of these heuristics in the explanation
–
of the variance in G CS+SV were 84.6% and 77.6%, respectively
– and do not exceed the proportion of choosing one specific
type of speech. Additionally, the ratings of sustained vowels,
continuous speech fragments, the least dysphonic speech type,
–
and the most dysphonic speech type differed from GCS+SV. This
implies that perceptual strategies and decision-making depend
–
on more than these relatively simple heuristics. Third, G MODEL
–
(i.e., a linear regression-based model for G CS+SV, in which
–
–
–
–
both G CS and G SV participate, but G CS 2.6 times more than G SV)
correlated best with and was not statistically different from
–
GCS+SV, explaining 89.5% of its variation. Similar results were
–
–
found between GAVERAGE and GCS+SV. From these results it can be
inferred that the central/cognitive auditory-perceptual system
works on the basis of some kind of statistical procedure taking
all information into account and weighting it to summarize into
one single impression/rating of G.
This study also investigated the differences in the inter-rater reliability between the sustained vowels and continuous
speech. Both types of speech were rated on G by five experienced clinicians/speech-language pathologists. In contrast
to the findings of other studies(9,17), the inter-rater ICC’s for
the sustained vowels and the continuous speech samples were
not significantly different. This finding is in agreement with
another research(15), which also showed no effect of sample
type on inter-rater consistency of G.
CONCLUSION
The factor ‘types of speech elicited in the clinical voice
assessment’ can generate variability/noise in the auditory-perceptual evaluation of dysphonia severity. The two speech
tasks considered in the present study – i.e., sustained vowels
J Soc Bras Fonoaudiol. 2012;24(2):107-12
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and continuous speech – yielded significant differences in their
ratings of degree of dysphonia severity. For completeness, it
is therefore important to solicit both speech/voice types in the
clinical voice protocol. Listeners process them with equivalent
reliability, but weigh them differently to arrive at a final impression of dysphonia severity.
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